Team Trials- 2019
Weigh-ins:
During the weigh-in, at a minimum, the male contestant shall wear underpants and the female contestant
shall wear underpants and a brassiere.
Weight must be within those listed for division (minimum & maximum).
IVR (Instant Video Replay) and Appeals
A. Each coach shall have (1) Challenge Card for Appeals per match.
B. Coach’s appeal is limited to only (1) action which has occurred within (5) seconds of the appeal. Once
the coach raises the Challenge Card to request an appeal, it will be considered that the coach has used
their allocated appeal, unless the Judge’s meeting satisfies the coach. If the coach’s appeal is successful
and the contested request is corrected, the coach shall retain the appeal right for the match.
C. Coach may only appeal the following:
1. Technical Point for either contestant.
2. Wrong identification of fist attacking contestant by judges.
3. Golden Round: Match winning punch scored before PSS points.
4. Mechanical malfunction. During 1st & 2nd rounds the referee shall use his card the first challenge of
each round. During the 3rd & Golden Rounds the coach’s card will be used. If coach’s card is used
and coach is wrong he/she will lose card and receive Gamjeom for Delay of Game.
5. Penalties by either contestant as follows:
Falling down
Crossing the boundary line
Attacking the opponent after Kalyeo
Attacking the fallen opponent.
D. Video juror’s decision is final and can not be challenged.
E. If the referee perceives a contestant to be staggering, bleeding or knocked down by a kick to the head,
and so begins counting, but the attack was not scored by the head PSS, the referee may request IVR to
make the decision for awarding or not awarding points after the count.
F. In the last (10) seconds of the last round and in any time during the Golden Round, any of the judges
can ask for IVR review and correction of scoring only, as follows, when coach does not have a Challenge
Card:
Technical Point for either contestant.
Golden Round: Match winning punch scored before PSS points

